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Guy Everybody Thought Was Doing Coke in the Bathroom Actually Just Taking 
Huge Dump
by Fred Nelson

NORTHWOODS VILLAGE- Packs of students flock into a small apartment to celebrate another Friday night 
with a mediocre strobe-light-filled party. One attendant, Brandan Higgins, was spotted entering the bathroom 
and according to several sources, did not leave for a whopping seven minutes. This drove fellow party attendees 
to suspect the most logical explanation for such a long span in the little boys’ room: cocaine.

As word spread throughout the gathering that Brandon was indulging in that sweet, sweet Columbian bam bam 
dust, they all congregated outside the bathroom door ready to eagerly demand that Brendan share some of that 
good ole’ nose candy with them. The moment Brandan opened the door, the crowd felt that their suspicions were 
confirmed as he stepped out of the room with a look of satisfaction in his eyes one can only achieve through 
hittin’ those powdery slopes. However, when the mob ran into the bathroom, shouting the infamous battle cry, 
“let me get a bump!” their noses were filled with a far less pleasant substance: the smell of human feces. Brandan’s 
face turned bright red as the band of disappointed partiers looked down to find the heaping steamer that 
Brandon left in the toilet. The young man was forced to admit to them that he was not, in fact, hooverin’ shneesh, 
but rather bustin’ a grumpy for the entirety of seven minutes, and that he had clogged the shitter with his big ole’ 
mud pie. This disheartening tale was a reminder to all of the horrors that one can encounter through drugs.

Woman Orgasms For First Time During Case Center Massage
by Max LoSardo

CASE CENTER - Subverting her expectations for the day, Mackenzie Frodmichaels ‘20 orgasmed for the first 
time in her life during a free Case Center massage.

“I couldn’t believe it,” said Frodmichaels, a Biology Major who confirmed to the Skidmo’ Daily that this was in 
fact her first-ever orgasm.  “When I heard there were free massages in Case Center, I thought it’d be a little weird 
getting a massage in front of everyone, especially for free, but it’s safe to say it went above and beyond what I 
thought it’d be.”

After massaging her shoulders and back, local masseuse Vladamir Bonwasdawitz found two pressure points 
in her abdomen that felt extra tight and could tell they were a source of discomfort for Frodmichaels. In an 
unmarked letter written in goat’s blood to the Skidmo’ Daily, Bonwasdawitz wrote “Yes. It is true. The college 
woman had extra tightness in her left and right side. I could tell the moment she sat down that yes, this was the 
source of her discomfort.But even I did not expect her to gain such pleasure in the setting of the Case College 
Center. But I did my job.” 

Upon Frodmichaels’ orgasm, bystanders quickly formed a line stretching all the way to Palamountain, waiting 
for up to hours for their free massage. “I also was not interested in a free massage, but once I heard the wonders 
that Bonwasdawitz could do, I skipped my class and was not leaving until I came,” said an anonymous English 
major. 

Skidmore College has announced that future Case Center Massages will run for $49.99 per minute and will 
charge an extra orgasm fee of $300.
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Is This Baby for Real? He’s Never 
Heard of The Holocaust, Watergate, 
or 9/11!
by Will Kertzman

CHESAPEAKE, VA - This past Wednesday, a 
family was met with a shocking truth. Little Bryin 
Dixie Jr, the newest edition to the family, had 
never heard of the Holocaust. The family was not 
sure how to address this fact. The father, Bryin Sr, 
had this to say. “I’m a pretty accepting guy, I’d eat 
dinner with an eco-terrorist and I have. But not 
knowing about the Holocaust? Where does my 
son think he lives? South Carolina? What’s a dad 
to do?”

Then things got even more contentious when 
Bryin also had no idea what watergate was, or 
even what 9/11 was. Cousin Joe had to be held 
back by the rest of the family because he was in 
the verge of slapping Bryin across the face with all 
his strength. When asked about this he said, “only 
three things piss me off. The lame stream media, 
facts I don’t agree with, and ignorance. Bryin Jr 
is on his way to becoming one of the five people 
whose pictures I have on a wall covered in maps 
and thumbtacks. Watch yourself little buddy! You 
hear me!”

I Went to Denny’s During the Day and Quit Drinking 
by Margaret Limone

RIVERBOTTOM, WEST VIRGINIA - There is no godly reason for a human being to ever enter a Denny’s 
outside the hours of 12:00am-4:00am. And yet, there I was. Standing in a lawless and forsaken parking lot, 
curiously free of high school theater kids and local cryptids, I found myself staring at the nocturnal shelter at 2 
in the afternoon. A long series of strange, prophetic dreams, drunken quests, and a charismatic prostitute named 
Rindy had brought me to West Virginia, but still nothing could have prepared me for what was to come. 

Though it is difficult for me to relive, I deem it my moral duty as a reporter to inform the loyal readers of The 
Skidmo’ Daily about the truth of Daytime Denny’s. After getting over the initial shock that it did not simply 
cease to exist when the sun rose, I forced myself inside. There, I was met by my hostess, none other than Amelia 
Earhart, grotesquely aged, but alive nonetheless. There was no menu; instead I was served a mysterious porridge 
that crunched (?) by a woman with goatlike, rectangular pupils. Other patrons included Tupac, Elvis, that guy 
from Antique Roadshow, and Bigfoot. They stared at me unblinking and in silence the entire time. 
On my way out I saw a figure who looked mysteriously like myself staring at me, in pain and longing, as if he 
wished he could tell me something, but knowing it would bring only misery. Upon leaving, I found that three 
days had gone by. I wondered where they could have gone, but thought it better not to think too hard on it. Since 
then, every drop of alcohol has turned to sawdust on my tongue. I don’t know why, nor do I think it wise to 
question.

OP-ED: Why Baby Boomers Could Never 
Survive the Politically Incorrect World of 
2009 Xbox Live
by Tom Pahl

Millenials and Gen Z kids are stereotyped as being 
“sensitive,” “vulnerable,” and “not ready to face the real 
world,” and to that I ask that the first baby boomer to be 
called a racial slur on Xbox Live throw the first stone. We 
are survivors. When an eighth-grader shouted things at me 
that would have gotten him sued by the Shoah Foundation 
because I killed him with the sniper rifle in Halo: Reach, 
I didn’t cower. I didn’t falter while also being 12. I fought 
back. I sent him messages making fun of him for being 
bad at the game and one or more of his parents not being 
around. You Baby Boomers can’t even have someone call 
you a Boomer without melting down on the internet and 
demanding that you talk to the nearest manager. I’ve had 
people threaten to commit war crimes against my family. 
I’ve heard more slurs in a single two hour session of Call 
of Duty: Black Ops for using a shotgun than you will hear 
in your entire life. I have survived and come out the other 
side better, stronger, and full of incredibly offensive terms 
for the Irish. I fear nothing. If someone said to me, “Ok 
Millenial,” I’d just say “Okay [Redacted for Basic Human 
Decency], you stupid [Mother of God, who raised him?]. 
I’m gonna come to your house and [Dude, please, just stop. 
I can only redact so much] and then I’m gonna [Please, 
you’re making me nauseous]. Signed, a REAL veteran.
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Skidmore Students Resurface After 3 Years 
Lost in the Apartments
by Eddie Godino

SKIDMORE COLLEGE– Three long years ago, a group of 
five students set out on a quest to get fucked up at a party in 
the apartments. None of them were ever heard from again...
that is, until two days ago. 

Alex Reddington (’21), a resident of Sussman J5, was going 
about his business as usual when the doorbell rang. He 
answered it to find two of the long-lost members of the 
Class of 2018: Troy Kingsley and Susanna Baker. Their 
clothes were tattered, Troy had a beard going down to his 
knees, and Susanna was holding a newborn child. 

When the door opened, Troy asked, “Yo, is this Dayton? 
We’re here for the party.” Alex quickly called Campus 
Security, who determined that Troy and Susanna were part 
of the group that went missing three years ago. However, 
neither of them could recall much of what transpired 
in that time. “I was super crossed, bro,” Troy said, “All I 
know is, we were trying to find a party in Dayton, which 
apparently isn’t the same as Moore? Anyway, next thing I 
know, I’m a dad.” 

“I honestly don’t know if he’s the father, but I needed him 
to believe that if we were going to survive,” Susanna said, 
breastfeeding the child. “It’s all such a blur. It was as if time 
itself slowed to a halt, and we were stuck in the labyrinthic 
oblivion of the apartments, destined to wander until 
the end of our days. I finally convinced Troy to just ring 
someone’s doorbell and ask for directions. I only wish we 
had done that before we ate the others.”

“Look, man, all I had in my stomach was a six pack of Bud 
Light,” said Troy, attempting to defend their cannibalistic 
behavior. “When the munchies hit, you do what you gotta 
do. Believe me, I don’t feel good about it. Nothing’s worse 
than shitting out what used to be your friend, but if I had 
to, I’d do it again. After all, I have a family to take care of.” 

Troy and Susanna have been re-enrolled as Sophomores 
and are excited to resume their collegiate lives. 
“I heard there’s a party in Cane this weekend,” Troy said. 
“No clue where that is, but I’m sure I’ll figure it out.”

Eleven Times Baby Yoda Made My 
Life Worth Living (Major Spoilers 
Ahead)
by Trinity Rollins

 1. That first glance
 2. When he steals the lil ball off of the control 
panel to play with
 3. That time he ate soup
 4. First steps :’)
 5. When he force lifts a whole space rhino
 6. Every time he eats a frog
 7. When he rode Luke like a backpack (That’s 
later. But still.)
 8. When his ears wiggle
 9. When he fits easily into most overhead storage 
bins
 10. When he eats the dead skin off of my heels 
so I don’t have to and makes that cute crunching 
sound
 11. The fact that he isn’t racist
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Quiet Floor RA Declares Sneezing, Among Other Bodily Functions, Prohibited Past 
9:00 p.m.
by Jenna Lucash

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY -- The winds of change rocked the hallowed halls of Skidmore’s most sought-after 
dorm this weekend after quiet floor RA Sophia Bibbleman released her floors’ list of community values in a 
multi-fonted email. Known for her can-do attitude and immense hatred for usurpers (a quality of any half decent 
RA), the Scarsdale native intends to implement restrictions on all minor inconveniences in her living space, the 
more confining of which includes the prohibition of all noise-making bodily functions past 9:00 pm. 

“I’ve received many complaints from my residents about unprecedented noise levels in our community” 
Bibbleman reports, despite literally only receiving a complaint from the only resident with a stick even further up 
their ass than hers is. “I just think we need to do everything we can to limit unnecessary cacophony in this space, 
including restricting the times at which it is appropriate to sneeze, cough, dry heave, or…” Bibbleman’s voice 
trails off momentarily as she mentally prepares herself for the impure language that is about to leave her lips: 
“Fart.” 

“It’s honestly just incredibly disruptive and disrespectful” Bibbleman’s friend, who requested to remain 
anonymous, adds. “I’ll be in my room, trying to go to bed at 8:30 like a normal person when I’ll hear, ‘achoo, 
achoo!’ How is anyone supposed to fall asleep to that?” Though Bibbleman certainly has supporters, her 
unprecedented policies have been met with a fair amount of backlash. “I’m lactose intolerant, but Dining 
Services’ desire to smother everything in butter has left me with no choice but to ignore it. ” says sophomore 
Jennifer Bernstein. “You can’t ask me not to fart in my own dorm. Not only is it overly authoritarian and outright 
unfair, it’s literally impossible.” Bernstein isn’t alone in her frustration. Across the hall, junior Trevor McCarthy
expressed a similar sentiment. “I’m allergic to ragweed, maple pollen, daffodils, goldenrod, and grass” McCarthy 
reports. “Constant sneezing is something I’ve had to get used to, and if Sophia can’t, well, then she can suck my 
whole ass.” In response to Bibbleman’s manifesto, McCarthy and Bernstein detailed their concerns in writing on 
sticky notes and posted them in the common room. Each adhesive square was signed with their names, room 
number, and email address in completely unfounded anticipation of Sophia joining them in an open discussion 
of her policies. Unsurprisingly, their dissent had barely been exposed to the open air for one 80 minute lecture 
when the sticky notes mysteriously disappeared. With their outlook mailboxes empty and the embers of their 
revolution smothered, McCarthy and Bernstein accepted their defeat and retreated into their uncomfortably
silent dorm rooms. “So much for creative thought matters” Bernstein could be heard muttering from inside
her fortress of lactaid rappers and pedialyte.

My Great Grandma Came to Me in a Dream and Told Me to Try Edging
by Margaret Limone

If you are also prone to prophetic, almost coma-like dreams, you know how disconcerting it can be to see a 
loved one present. Especially in their undefined, abstract, post-cremation form. Long story short, my great 
grandmother who died when I was 8 appeared before me, grasped my face between what might’ve once been 
hands, and whispered in my ear a secret. Something that would help me in the challenging days ahead. Edging. 
Now, I know what you’re thinking, boys. Nothing could make you try edging when you know the release to be 
so sweet. But hear me out. She explained to me that the only thing that has stopped us from reaching our peak 
potential is the deficit of sperm too often present in the male body. I haven’t cummed, eaten, or pissed in the last 
two weeks, and let me tell you, my life has been changed for the better. I have finally been able to see the spiked 
flying demons that hover in the corners of my room and I can now run at the speed of a rather slow dog. To sum 
up, I’ve tried edging and so should you. 
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Theater Department to Bring Krumping Sharks to The Stage in “Sharks! The 
Musical”
by Will Kertzman

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY – The theater department has just announced that it will be putting on a student-
written musical this winter. The show is called “Sharks! The Musical” and was written by Deirdre Chamomile 
(2021) and Marc Opilongé (2020) both of whom are actualizing a life-long dream. When reached for comment 
on what the show is about the two were ecstatic to go through the entire plot. Chamomile started by saying, 
“It’s an experimental hip-opera about the lives of sharks in todays world. It opens on a sea-floor in the pacific 
ocean where a bunch of sharks are playing Russian roulette. One shark turns to another and says “life as a shark, 
kind of a double-entendre if you think about it?” Then all the sharks break out into song and dance and start 
krumping violently to ear-shattering jungle music.” 

Opilongé was quick to jump in and add, “We want everyone to wear a full shark costume, kind of like the one’s 
Katy Perry had her backup dancers wear during the super bowl that one year. And the krumping is a big thing, 
especially for the sharks in the show that have lost their fins to the evil soup industry. This was all the genius idea 
of our choreographer Lars Benjasmith. He is the creative mind behind the scene where the sharks stab each other 
with broken glass bottles during a rave, the scene where one shark builds a sandcastle modeled off Ira Rennert’s 
illegal Hampton Mansion, and he also came up with the idea of having ocean trash from the pacific garbage 
patch descend on the audience during the intermission.”

Benjasmith was asked about his creative choices and his choreography for the show. “I don’t know if the world 
is ready for a krumping posse of sharks. But you know what? We don’t care if the world is ready, we are gonna 
dance like crazy while dressed as sharks, and the universe better get used to it.”

Sharks! The Musical is scheduled to have its opening night on February 3rd, 2020.

Skidlore: Cryptids of Saratoga County 
by Caleb Andersen

December 16th, 2019. This is the first installment of the Skidlore papers, articles written warning students of 
paranormal or mysterious happenings on Campus. This week, we look into strange staircases, ominous omens 
in Northwoods, and baffling occurrences in Dhall. In our first bit of news, we’re to report that the large cement 
staircase next to the art building very much exists, and under no circumstances should you question that fact. If 
you find yourself walking along and questioning how real it is, remember that there is no reason to do so, it’s real, 
you cannot fall through it, and there is nothing underneath. Except the ground. Underneath the real staircase. 
Moving on. There have been reports of several eyes opening up on the trees around and near the water tower, 
which means it’s time to give our annual reminder that the trees will play tricks on you if you let them -- just 
firmly establish eye contact and don’t show signs of fear. The trees are bigger than you, but they’re just as 
intimated; establish goodwill by cleaning up any litter you see. 
Finally, several students have needed to have been rescued from the infinite dining hall already this year. 
Although you may become tired of the food options, you should not circle the cafeteria more than five times in 
search of something, as you will find yourself trapped in an endless ring. Now, the students who have come back 
report that there are many more options in there, but they have fallen significantly behind on their schoolwork, 
so we encourage you to refrain from seeking them out. 
This concludes this week’s reporting on all the paranormal phenomena taking place on the Skidmore campus. In 
summary, be cautious of both trees and gluttony, and you have no reason to doubt the realness of the staircase 
next to Saisselin. Have you glimpsed anything strange on campus? Send a picture or event to @theSkidlorePapers 
on Instagram and we’ll cover it in the next installment. Until next time, farewell. 
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Film Student Quotes Ezekiel 25:17 After Shooting Classmate Who Had Never Seen 
Pulp Fiction
by Justin Rizzi

On October 25, Marvin Lewis ‘22 had no idea what he was in for when he went to Ladd for his daily Intro to 
Media and Film class. In a discussion about the art of establishing a subjective perspective, one of Marvin’s 
classmates, Brad Wilson ‘21, mentioned what he described as “the single greatest scene in the history of cinema,” 
the scene in Pulp Fiction where Samuel L. Jackson’s character shoots and kills the man who stole his boss’s 
briefcase. Marvin responded that while he had never seen Pulp Fiction, this scene seemed like a very good 
example of the concepts they had been discussing in class.

“What country are you from?” asked Brad, as he shot up out of his chair enraged. Confused by the question, 
Marvin stammered uncomfortably. He finally managed to ask Brad, “What?” Brad responded, “What’ ain’t no 
country I ever heard of, do they speak English in ‘What’?” This proved to be the beginning of the end for Marvin, 
as Brad then recited a Bible quote he had memorized, Ezekiel 25:17, before shooting Marvin right in the face. 
When asked for comment, Jules replied, “I just thought it was a cold-blooded thing to say to a motherfucker 
before I popped a cap in his ass.”

The path of the righteous man really is beset on all sides by the inequities of the selfish and the tyranny of evil 
men, I suppose.

Campus Safety Launches Crusade Against Marijuana Use - One Polite But Firm 
Warning at a Time
by Fred Nelson

PENFIELD BENCHES – Gerald Maupin sits down with a couple of friends on a bench perpendicular to Penfield 
hall, enjoying a “spliff,” a concoction of marijuana and tobacco conveniently rolled into one heavy-hitting drugs 
cylinder, when he is met with the swift hammer of the law as a campus safety officer slowly walks over to him. 
“Excuse me, folks. What are you kids smoking over there?” Officer James Cleveland asks this rowdy group of 
youngsters, “Uhhh it’s weed, dude,” Maupin replies. The school employee pauses before looking at him, “Well 
I appreciate you going outside to smoke that, but could you please put that out and maybe go to Northwoods 
if you’re gonna do that? Otherwise I’ll have to write you up and I’d hate to do that.” The student stares at him, 
shocked. Never in his life has he experienced such an aggressive confrontation from an authority figure. Cases 
of such severity as Maupin’s are the direct result of Campus Safety’s Polite-But-Firm-Warning policy, initiated 
last march to crack down on marijuana use.  Campus Safety Director, Jacob Lyle, during an interview with 
Skidmo’ Daily stated, “yeah, we get that college is a time and place to try new things, but these students need to 
keep in mind that marijuana is still a controlled substance in the state of New York. Usually when we encounter 
marijuana use on campus, we just let them off with a warning. I think it’s more than reasonable,” as he attempted 
to justify the department’s severe new tactics.

Maupin, however, had a different reaction to his encounter with Campus Safety’s new policy, “I can’t believe 
that fucking fascist did that. There I was, making some really interesting points to my friend, Rasha, about 
how the patriarchy affects me, as a white man, and he rolls up so aggressively and tells me to ‘please put it out.’ 
What kind of a police state are we living in? How can I feel truly safe, knowing that old dudes are gonna come 
out of nowhere and tell me to ‘put it out’” Maupin relayed to us, visibly distressed, as he relived his traumatic 
experience.

As rate of polite but firm warnings reach an all-time high this semester, a collection of Skidmore students 
convenes in Ganett Auditorium as part of an SGA sponsored event to discuss whether or not Campus Safety’s 
swift action constitutes as police brutality. Junior, Kayla Hennings raises an interesting question at the meeting, 
“I don’t get why I can’t just spark up a jay in D-hall. I like eating and I like getting high so why can’t I just do both 
at the same time?,” illustrating to us all just how much creative thought really does matter. 8



What Are Those Rock Towers Next to Case. Who Is Building Them. What Are They 
Summoning. 
by Margaret Limone

SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY - The last of the autumn leaves glisten with dew as a warm, soft light starts to 
illuminate Skidmore College. The air is cold, but gentle. Everything is as it should be. Or so it would seem. Like 
every morning for the past several weeks, a new cairn has appeared in the night, stacked on one of the posts on 
the walkway next to case. No one knows how it got there. Only that there it is. One more addition to a graveyard 
of rock towers. Elisabetta Bietenhader, Wilmarth resident, had this to say on the matter: “Honestly, I’m starting 
to get a little freaked out. I mean, who the fuck is doing this? And why? Maybe I’m crazy, but I swear I heard 
chanting and saw some weird green light coming from out there the other night. Something hinky’s definitely 
going on.” Another Wilmarth resident, who chose to remain nameless, claimed to have seen several hooded 
figures leaving the area late at night. Though he says he cannot be totally sure, he is almost positive that the 
leader of the ominous group was none other than our very own president, Philip Glotzbach. Glotzbach could not 
be reached for comment, but one of his new, strangely glassy-eyed student bodyguards released this statement: 
“Listen, clearly something is going on. But whoever is 
building them probably knows what they’re doing. The best course of action would just be to ignore it, at least 
until the next full moon. No one needs to panic or get worked up over something silly like waking The Old 
Gods. On an unrelated note, there will be a blood drive in Lor- President Glotzbach’s office next Tuesday. Please 
consider donating.” Though evidence is spotty and inconclusive, there is certainly probable cause to be suspicious 
of these mysterious cairns infiltrating our campus. We at the Skidmo Daily can only give this meager bit of 
advice: please, whatever you do, do not knock them over. You’ll anger Him. 

Unpleasant: Public Toilet Seat is Damp
by Tom Pahl 

Ladd Hall, Second Floor Bathroom- As soon as Sophomore Jeremy Tate sat down onto the second toilet seat 
from the left, he knew something was horribly, horribly wrong. No, it wasn’t that the rash on his inner thigh had 
begun to get out of hand the way his Mom said it would, nor was it the smooth sound of the man next to him at 
the urinals vaping; it was the fact that the toilet seat was damp. “It was just cold and clammy and unwelcoming, 
like when my Grandmother gives me hugs or when I put my genitals in ice cube trays” reported the sophomore, 
seemingly so shaken that he forgot to lie to this reporter about that last thing. “I don’t expect much when I use 
a toilet that isn’t me. Like, there’s always gonna be a mess from the last person that used it, like how my cousin 
leaves his bags of crystal meth by the Febreeze during Christmas, but I at least expected better than this!” Jeremy 
complained, seemingly unaware of how much therapy he definitely needs. This reporter returned to the scene of 
the crime to find that indeed, the toilet was still damp and very unpleasant. At press time, Jeremy reported that 
he had found a far more pleasant bathroom in Bolton, and that things had evened out, and then went off for a 
little while about his family in a way that seemed too much like a cry for help for this reporter to want to keep 
interviewing him.
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An Open Letter to The Person Who Took My Wet Laundry Out of The Dryer Before 
It Was Done 
by Isaac DeMarchi

WOW! Did you know that you’re a straight up piece of shit? Is your life better now? Considering the fact You 
must be so fucking proud of yourself for not having to be inconvenienced by waiting HALF AN HOUR for your 
fucking laundry. I can’t possibly imagine how bad your life must be that you found yourself needing to do this. 
Did someone curse you

God you’re such a sorry excuse for a person. I among other people am attempting to live in a fucking society 
here and you’ve decided to forsake this delicate social contract so you can wash your stupid Bart Simpson t shirt 
a little bit faster. Fuck you. I bet you also used my fucking money for this. I can’t imagine what was running 
through your stupid pathetic brain when you decided that your needs are the only ones that matter.

What is wrong with you? Do you need your stupid plaid pajama pants that fucking badly that you decide to 
do this? I’m sorry to hear that you’re the only person in the world that has places to be other than sitting in the 
Penfield basement. Personally, I love it, and I could sit on top of the pool table all day doing my laundry because 
some asshole decided that they’re better than other people. 

I hope when you graduate and look back on your time here you have to think about the selfish bullshit you did. 

P.S. I turned off your dryer half an hour early.

Pope Francis Steps Down, Names Kanye as Successor 
by Eddie Godino 

THE VATICAN– Kanye West’s newest album “Jesus is King” has received a great deal of commercial and critical 
acclaim. Gospel fans feel cool listening to rap, and rap fans feel safe from damnation listening to gospel. Many 
believe this album represents Kanye turning over a new leaf, including Pope Francis, who was so moved by the 
music that he agreed to step down and let Kanye take his place. 

“The album is straight fire,” said Pope Francis. “I was a little nervous for it to drop because ‘Ye’ didn’t really do it 
for me, but this shit slaps. As soon as I heard it, I knew that he was chosen by God and that the right thing for me 
to do was retire and let Kanye take his rightful place as Pope.” 

However, some in the Catholic community are opposed to having a rapper and self-proclaimed sex addict as 
their new Pope. 

“I just don’t know how I feel about a Pope who is attracted to women and not underage boys,” said one 
anonymous churchgoer. “It feels like too much of a change.” 

“I’d be okay with it if he hadn’t made that poopity-scoop song,” said another. “I just can’t respect him as an artist 
after that.”

Pope Francis reassured doubters that Kanye will make a great Pope, saying “a black guy is just what we need to 
make religion cool again.” 

Kanye declined to comment, but we learned he has some grand plans for his Papacy. Adidas is already designing 
new Clergy tracksuits, communion wine will be replaced with communion DMT, and artists like Daft Punk and 
Jay Z will be collaborating with Pope Kanye on a new Book of Psalms. 
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Casper The Friendly Ghost Talks with Joe Rogan About Life, Marriage, Israel-
Palestine Conflict, and Working With Christina Ricci
by Will Kertzman

LOS ANGELES, CA – This week, UFC fighter and insufferable centrist Joe Rogan had long time friend and 90s 
movie star Casper The Friendly Ghost on his famed podcast, The Joe Rogan Experience. Casper first talked 
about how his life has changed with the advent of social media and what it’s like to be a celebrity living in The 
Greater Tampa-Bay area.

Casper said, “Yeah, now I mean this social media, its crazy! I mean everyone is on their phones all the time and 
I worry for my kids, you know what I mean? Like are they gonna be slaves to their devices? That’s my big fear. 
I mean I post on my Facebook, cause I’m an old guy at this point and still use it, I post pictures at Buccaneers 
games and you know people want selfies with the friendly ghost all the time and I’ll indulge that. But I don’t want 
my kids doing that sort of thing until they’re out of the house.”

Commenting further on his marriage and celebrity status, he went on to say, “My wife and I actually met at the 
launch of Neil Young’s digital music player, Pono. We both just like locked eyes, and she was a fan of my work 
so you know I naturally let her fan girl over me for a bit. But 4 years later, I mean she loves being a ghost’s wife. 
What’s not to like, you know, I can never get wet when it’s raining, I can possess people; I have government 
benefits that most people don’t get. And in Tampa, man people go nuts when they see me. Not a lot of guys from 
my generation move to Tampa, but they should cause it’s a great place to be a celebrity.”

When asked about political issues Casper got serious for a minute, “Look the Israel thing I mean, at the end of 
the day it’s about the government and who we want in charge, you know what I mean. Like when I did my movie, 
Spielberg was the producer cause he owns Amblin. And that guy ran that studio like a dictator, but shit got done. 
You understand what I’m saying?”

Lastly, Casper talked a bit more about what it was like on the set of his 1995 hit movie: “No one will ever admit 
this but Christina Ricci, absolute fucking bitch. I’m serious, she was fucking ridiculous; she would do all kinds of 
shit that held up production. I mean it was like working with an amateur, I couldn’t believe this was the same girl 
from those two phenomenal Adams Family movies. I mean that’s why I hand-picked her for the movie, but she 
almost ruined the actualization of my dream.” Casper ended his interview with some kind words for Joe and had 
to leave quickly to catch his flight back to Tampa in time for the first Buccaneer game of the season.
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Honest Cats Review
by Ethan Kleppner 

Cats, opening December 20, is the latest big-budget 
Hollywood remake of a classic Broadway musical. 
Although its trailers have been ridiculed for the eerie 
way that its cast—including James Corden, Judi Dench, 
Jason Derulo, Ian McKellen, Idris Elba, and Taylor 
Swift—have been granted feline appearances through 
CGI, Cats promises to be one of the buzziest films of the 
season.  On behalf of Skidmo’ Daily, I was able to attend 
an early critic screening of the film in Los Angeles. Here 
is my review of Cats:

Button. Button is an orange and white cat that I often 
see on the street. I don’t know her name but I call her 
Button. She used to run away from me, but lately she has 
allowed me to approach her and pet her once or twice. 
Then she runs away. 7.5/10

Casper. Casper is a white cat that belongs to one of my 
friends. He hisses at me sometimes but I think he is 
warming to me. Once he came to my room and he peed 
on my bed. 8.6/10

Juliette. Juliette is my grandmother’s cat. She has long, 
dark gray hair. She is very old and incontinent. When 
I was young she scratched me and I still have a scar. 
9.1/10

Anthony. Anthony is a black and gray cat that belongs 
to one of my friends from home. He likes me and he 
will rub against my leg and purr. Sometimes I play 
with him with a laser pointer. 10/10

Harry and Draco. These are my cousin’s cats. I ranked 
them together because I cannot tell them apart. They 
are both small and black. They usually hide from 
guests and so I have rarely seen them. Once one of 
them brushed against my leg and I pet it and it had no 
reaction. 8.9/10

Unnamed Floridian cat. This is a cat I saw from afar 
when I was visiting my grandmother in Florida. I tried 
to go and say hi but it ran away. I did not see it again. It 
looked soft. 8.8/10

Ginger. Ginger is a small orange cat who belongs to 
some family friends. She climbs up on shelves and has 
been known to attack people. I have never spoken to 
her. She is a nasty cat. 8.2/10

Editor’s note: I am allergic to cats.

TECH NEWS: Grubhub Announces New Feature Where Driver Pukes Food into 
Your Mouth Baby-Bird-Style
by Fred Nelson

Since the dawn of time, man has looked up at the stars and thought, “hey those stars look like a mama bird 
regurgitating food into a baby bird’s mouth, you know, the way birds do,” and then “Jeez, I wish that could 
happen to me.” Well, man’s greatest wish has come true now that Grubhub announced on November 20th at 
the Annual Conference of Frankly Quite Overrated Apps that the service will include a new feature where the 
delivery driver pukes food into the users mouth, Baby-Bird-Style, an innovation in the fields of food delivery and 
regurgitation-based-feeding alike. 

When asked by a Skidmo’ Daily reporter why this new feature would be necessary, Grubhub’s founder and 
CEO, Matt Maloney replied, “Our business is fueled by the rampant combination of sloth and gluttony that 
embodies the spirit of the Average American. Our users yearn for food placed in front of them in the quickest, 
most effortless way possible. Why not save them the extra painstaking step of chewing?” Maloney also hinted at 
developing new technology to allow users to skip final step of swallowing.

There is no doubt that the new feature is groundbreaking, maybe even earth-shattering. However, it may be a 
little too convenient for mankind’s own good. Will the convenience of this service be so appealing that it will 
replace the dining experience all together? Will full-service restaurants go out of business? In this exciting time 
of technological innovation, no one truly knows which way the world could turn.
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